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1 Introduction

Nowadays, we are witnessing a rapid development of the information technology that
puts ever-increasing demands on the information transfer and its processing. The sig-
nal processing is commonly carried out by technologies related to the electron transport
that slowly reach their physical limits. Therefore, new technologies allowing faster signal
processing are in focus of the scientific community.

Contrary to electrons, photons having no charge disregard electric and magnetic fields;
moreover, their matter-interactions have been extensively studied and are well-known.
For this reason, technologies exploiting photons may represent a useful supplement to the
modern communication technology. One of perspective branches of optics is plasmonics
that deals with the interaction between the electromagnetic field and electrons in metals
at a metal-dielectric interface. The solution of the electromagnetic field at the conductive
surface in the form of surface-waves was firstly found by Zenneck [1] and Sommerfeld [2].

The solutions of the Maxwell equations at the metal-dielectric interface are of the
form of electromagnetic surface waves coupled to longitudinal collective oscillations of
free-electron gas in a metal at metal-dielectric interfaces [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. These surface
waves propagate in the direction of the interface while the field exponentially decreases
in the direction normal to the surface. The corresponding quasiparticles are called surface
plasmon polaritons (SPPs) [5].

The existence of surface plasmon polaritons was firstly observed in a diffraction exper-
iment on a metallic grating by R. W. Wood [8]. Later, a decrease in energy of electrons
passing through thin metal foils in transmission electron microscopy was observed in 1950s
[9], [10]. As the dispersion relation of SPPs exists below the light line in the given medium,
the electromagnetic field is tied to the space smaller than the Rayleigh diffraction condition
states 1. For the same reason, SPPs cannot be excited or observed via the conventional
way in the far-field unless the interface possesses some inhomogeneities. Consequently,
experiments with the optical excitation of SPPs were performed by E. Kretschmann [11]
and A. Otto [12] whose principles are commonly used till now. Even though the first
studies of surface plasmon polaritons had been done at the beginning of the 20th century,
fabrication of real plasmonic structures [13] started about 20 years ago when research
in the field of nanotechnology expanded [14], [15].

The two-dimensional nature of SPPs promises the engineering of plasmonic optical-
circuits still partially missing in optical communication systems, nano/photonic and op-
toelectronic devices in high-speed low-power telecommunications industry [13], [16], [17],
[18], [19], [20]. Moreover, the response of plasmonic structures exhibits a high sensitivity
to presence of materials in their vicinity. This behaviour may be exploited in sensing
methods [21], [22], [23].

Surface plasmon polaritons may not only propagate along the surface but also they
can be tied to metallic objects of subwavelength dimensions which implies the cru-
cial enhancement of the electromagnetic field. Such a structure represents an insula-
tor/metal/insulator truncated waveguide [3], [6] that converts free-propagating optical
radiation to a localized energy and vice versa [24]. These structures are usually called
resonant plasmonic antennas/structures. Plasmon polaritons resonating at these metallic
structures are called Localized Plasmon Polaritons (LPPs).

1Thus, plasmonics enables the optics beyond the diffraction limit and a light-concentration in the space
considerably tinier than the Rayleigh criterion.
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Numbers of reviews have been published on plasmonic antennas in last four years
[24], [25], [26], [27], [28]. Plasmonic antennas are utilized both for their scattering and
absorption properties in the far-field or for high intensities in the near-field [18] at the
resonance. Consequently, these structures are essential for many sensing applications
[29] such as a high-resolution single-molecular microscopy and spectroscopy [30], surface-
enhanced Raman spectroscopy [31], tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy [32] and biosensing
[22]. Moreover, a strong enhancement of the electromagnetic field via plasmonic reso-
nances may be used in the photovoltaics [33], [34], [35], the enhanced photoluminescence
[36], [37] and for trapping [38], [39], [40]. Last but not least, there are absorption-related
applications [33] where a temperature enhancement occurs both in antennas and their
surroundings [41], [42], [43]. This topic is studied also in this work (see Section 4). Tem-
perature increase at resonance found a possible application also in a cancer-treatment
in the medicine [23], [44]. To summarize, a majority of plasmonics applications is related
to resonant structures.

Plasmonic antennas represent the main topic of the presented work. This work involves
both theoretical and experimental study of these structures. The electromagnetic field of
antennas and its near- and far-field properties have been modelled via numerical simula-
tions. These simulations were then exploited to propose a geometry of antennas having
given resonant properties. Afterwards, antennas (of geometry) proposed by simulations
were fabricated by the electron beam lithography or focused ion beam. Subsequently,
the optical properties of fabricated antennas have been measured and compared with the
simulated ones.

Regarding the current trend, that the development of plasmonics is focused on sensing
applications, the resonance properties of antennas in the vicinity of a material possessing
vibrational modes and thus having the pronounced dispersion of its refractive index have
been studied in this work. First, a numerical study of absorption properties of this
antenna-substrate system is done in Section 4. Subsequently, measured reflection spectra
of IR antennas fabricated by the Electron beam Lithography on not-annealed and annealed
silicon-rich oxinitride (SRON) substrate are compared in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.
These antennas may enhance the vibrational modes from the substrate (Sections 5.1
and 5.3).

2 Plasmonic resonant structures

Plasmonic resonant structures (plasmonic antennas, metallic spheres, etc.) are used in the
majority of plasmonics applications [24], [25], [26], [27], [28]. Thus, plasmonic antennas
and their properties represent the main tasks of this work where the emphasis is put
on an enhancement of the electromagnetic field in the near-field (Section 4) and on sensing
applications (Sections 4 and 5).

Plasmonic antennas have received a significant attention for their ability to concentrate
the light energy into deep-subwavelength dimensions and for their resonance-sensitivity
to environments they are embedded in [45]. In consequence, the plasmonic resonance may
enhance the absorption of the electromagnetic field energy that can be used in the pho-
toluminescence [36], the excitation of electron-hole pairs in semiconductors [19], in pho-
tovoltaics [33] and others [46].

Considering the absorption, much work has been done on plasmonic resonant struc-
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tures (antennas) with respect to their heating properties. Most of such articles deal with
the electromagnetic field absorption (and the corresponding heat development) in metal-
lic parts of resonant structures embedded in transparent, non-absorbing environments
[41], [42], [47], [48]. The enhancement of the heat generation via plasmonic resonances
and a consequent temperature increase have not been studied only by simulations [41],
[42], but also experimentally [43], [49]. The heat power enhanced by this method was
utilized for instance in infrared spectrometers, bolometers [50], [51], [52], local growth of
nanowires, in the phase transformation of materials in the antenna vicinity [48], [53], [54]
and in other applications.

Furthermore, plasmonic structures found useful application in the enhancement of
the signal in the Raman spectroscopy. There are two techniques: the Surface-Enhanced
Raman Scattering (SERS) and the Tip-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (TERS). In SERS,
the plasmonic effect occurs on a rough metallic surface. It enables the enhancement of
the Raman signal by 4-8 orders of its magnitude [55], [56], [57], [58], [59]. Consequently,
even a single-molecule sensitivity has been observed [60]. The second technique called the
Tip-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (TERS) enables mapping of plasmonically enhanced
Raman signal by using a scanning-probe technique. The field is enhanced by the plasmonic
resonance of either metallic structures placed at an AFM probe or a metal-coated AFM
probe itself [32], [61], [62]. Then, the Raman spectra should be mapped with a resolution
below the diffraction limit.

Besides methods for the enhancement of the Raman signal, plasmonic infrared spec-
troscopic techniques like the Surface Enhanced Infrared Absorption (SEIRA) [63] and
the Surface Enhanced Infrared Spectroscopy (SEIRS) are frequently studied nowadays
[65], [66], [67], [68]. These techniques may provide information about chemical compo-
sitions (vibrational spectroscopy) of specimens. Furthermore, scanning-probe modifica-
tions of these plasmonic infrared spectroscopies allow to map the specimens. It has been
demonstrated that scattering-type scanning near-field optical microscope is able to map
the vibrational spectra with a spatial resolution roughly 1000 times better than conven-
tional methods such as the FTIR [30]. For instance, objects as viruses as small as 18 nm
have been observed in [69].

Obviously, the applications presented above require a comprehensive study of plas-
monic antennas with purpose to reveal their resonances, electromagnetic field enhance-
ment and distribution, mutual interactions, interactions with surrounding materials, etc.
This represents the motivation for a basic research of antenna resonances [25], [28], [70],
[71], [72], [73]. For instance, the sharp features (peaks/dips) in spectral responses of plas-
monic structure interacting with the environment are compared with the hybridization
states in the molecular orbital theory (including Fano resonances) in [72], [74], [75], [76].

3 Resonances of antennas

When dealing with resonant structures the first issue is often the investigation of reso-
nance wavelengths of plasmonic antennas. In case of antennas deposited on transparent
substrates the approximative prediction is simple. In particular, the resonance wavelength
λres is proportional to the antenna arm length L (dimension in the direction of polariza-
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tion of the incident field) and to the effective refractive index of the of SPPs neff by the
approximative relation [7], [31], [77]

λres = 2neffL (1)

where neff =
√

εsub εm
εsub+εm

with εsub and εm being dielectric functions of a substrate and

a metal, respectively. In particular, Re [εm] � −1 holds for the dielectric function of
a metal in infrared, whereas the dielectric function of the transparent substrate is con-
stant. Consequently, the resonance wavelength is proportional to the refractive index of
a substrate [77].

It has been demonstrated that interesting phenomena occur if the antennas interact
through their near fields with dielectrics possessing absorption peaks or bands at specific
wavelengths. When the substrate an antenna is deposited on is non-transparent, a non-
linear dependence between resonance wavelengths and antenna arm lengths occurs. Such
a situation is studied in following Section 4 where the antennas are deposited on a thin ab-
sorbing layer (on transparent silicon substrate) possessing the dispersion of its refractive
index in MID-IR (particularly λ ≈ 8− 12 µm). This Section is based on [78] that belongs
to the first articles dealing with this behaviour [64], [65]. This work was motivated by
an effort to exploit electromagnetic energy enhancement via platinum plasmonic antenna
resonances for the phase transformation of the silicon-rich oxinitride into the nanocrys-
talline silicon. Afterwards, this work was extended on the sensing application in Sections
5 and 5.3.

The interaction of the resonant antenna with the absorbing material is known from
a series of works dealing with intuitive models based on coupled molecular and plasmonic
resonators predicting new effects such as a transition between Electromagnetically Induced
Transparency (EIT) and enhanced absorption [79], or with Surface Enhanced Infrared
Absorption (SEIRA) [80], Surface Enhanced Infrared Spectroscopy (SEIRS) [81], Fano-
type signals in the IR extinction spectrum [65], [66], etc.

4 IR antennas on an absorbing substrate

This Section is aimed at plasmonic antennas deposited on an absorbing substrate with
emphasis on resonance properties (in the far-field) and on electromagnetic field enhance-
ment and consequent absorption increase in the near field 2.

If the metallic antennas are in a vicinity of dielectric materials having a pronounced
dispersion of their dielectric function or the antennas are fabricated on substrates made
out of them, the electromagnetic energy is absorbed. Consequently, the heat produces
not only in metallic antennas, but also in these materials [83], [84]. As the highest electric
field enhancement generally occurs in the gaps of antennas, the maximal absorption (heat
generation) in the dielectrics caused by this field is spatially localized to small volumes of
these absorbing materials underneath the gaps.

On the other hand, in this case the plasmonic antenna resonances themselves become
significantly influenced by their coupling to absorption resonance processes in the ma-
terial. The knowledge learned from the behaviour of plasmon resonance peaks in the

2This Section is based on author’s publications [78], [82].
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Figure 1: Refractive index and dielectric function of SRON layers not-annealed and an-
nealed at temperatures 1150 ◦C and 1200 ◦C depicted by black, blue and red curves,
respectively.

vicinity of the absorption peaks is then utilized in optimization of a spatially localized
absorption of IR radiation/heat generation in such a substrate.

In the presented work, the silicon-rich oxinitride (SRON) with the significant absorp-
tion in the mid-infrared (see Fig. (1)) is used as the non-transparent 110 nm thin film
deposited on Si substrate (resistivity 6–9 Ωcm). The SRON film was prepared by PECVD
technique at the deposition temperature of 350◦ C, pressure = 650 mTorr, rf power 40 W
at the frequency = 13.5 MHz and the (N2O : SiH4) flow ratio equals to 6.7 N2O : SiH4.

Its refractive index was experimentally obtained by fitting the reflection by 4 Lorentz
oscillators (described by parameters in Table 1) and ε∞ = 2.44 [78]. The first oscillator
(at 1009 cm−1) is related to Si-O stretching mode. The second oscillator (at 857 cm−1)
is related to Si-N stretching mode [85], [86] 3. The third oscillator (at 698 cm−1) was
assigned to neutral oxygen vacancies (described as ≡Si-Si≡) [87]. The fourth oscillator
(at 427 cm−1) is related to Si-O rocking mode.

Golden plasmonic antennas (height: 60 nm of Au on a 3nm Ti buffer layer, width:
400 nm, length: 0.8 – 6 µm) were fabricated via electron beam lithography (FIB/SEM
Lyra3 XMH Tescan) on the SRON layer. The antennas consist of two rectangular arms
(dimmer antennas) separated by a gap of 100 nm to achieve the pronounced electromag-
netic field there while fabrication of a smaller gap was difficult for longer antennas. The

3The Si-N stretching mode may vary within range of 835-890 cm−1, on the other hand, it reaches the
frequency of 835 cm−1 known for bulk Si3N4 films.
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Table 1: Parameters of oscillators in the Lorentz model where a wavenumber reads ν =
1/λ [78].

GmΩ2
m [105cm−2] ω0m [cm−1] λ0m (µm) γm [cm−1]

5.35 1009 9.9 152
2.68 857 11.7 116
0.91 698 14.3 191
3.84 427 23.4 207

antenna geometry is depicted in Fig. 2. The rectangular shape of the antenna arms was
chosen to enhance energy absorption inside a larger volume beneath the gap in SRON
compared to bow-tie antennas, although its radiation efficiency is smaller [47]. The an-
tennas of the same dimensions and shape were arranged into an array of the area of
50 × 50 µm2 in order to increase the reflection signal-to-noise ratio. To find a configu-
ration with a minimized coupling between the individual resonant antennas, a series of
arrays with different spacing between the antennas were designed and tested for the same
antenna geometry.

Unpolarized reflection spectra were obtained by a Fourier Transform IR microscope
(FT-IR Bruker Vertex 80v + Hyperion 3000) working in the spectral range of 2 – 16.5 µm.
The spectra taken from the antenna arrays were normalized to the reference ones related
to the bare SRON surface nearby the antenna structures. The spectra for antennas of
various arm lengths (with the same filling by metal in every array) are plotted in Fig. 3.
Almost each spectrum in this figure possesses two resonant peaks separated by a deep
valley caused by a strong coupling of plasmonic oscillations with absorption resonances
in the SRON material in the corresponding wavelength range (see Fig. 1), leading to over-
damping of these oscillations [79]. The presence of two resonance peaks for the antenna
of a specific arm length is a direct consequence of a non-monotonic character of the real
part of refractive index in the range of significant absorption (resulting from the Kramers-
Kronig relations) and the related increase of its values for longer wavelengths. This is
obvious from an approximation Equation 1 [77], where nSRON is the real part of the SRON
index of refraction. Because of the pronounced dispersion of the SRON dielectric func-
tion around the region of enhanced absorption (Fig. 1) a non-linear scaling between the
resonance wavelength λres and the antenna arm length L should be expected [78], [82].
Indeed, looking at Fig. 4, where the peak positions are plotted, one can see that once the
left resonance peak approaches the wavelength at which the absorption in SRON becomes
substantial, it almost stops moving with increasing the antenna arm length and does not
exceed the value λ = 8.6 µm. This is in agreement with the dependence depicted by the
lower branch of the solid red curve in Fig. 4 obtained from the mentioned approximation
formula. In addition, the intensity of the peak goes down and practically vanishes for the
longest antenna lengths.

Accordingly, the right resonance peak is almost not moving with the small antenna
arm lengths as the corresponding resonance wavelengths (12.5 µm) are too close to the
area of enhanced absorption in SRON. However, this peak starts to move when the arms
become bigger (L ≥ 2µm) and thus the resonance wavelengths shift beyond this area.

As a consequence of the behaviour of these two peaks, two separated localized-surface-
plasmon-resonance branches appear in the plot in Fig. 4. Similar effect has also been al-



Figure 2: Au dimmer antenna placed on the SRON layer (110 nm thick) deposited on the
Si substrate. The antenna height is 60 nm, its width is 400 nm and its length L varies from
1 µm to 6 µm. The distance between antenna arms (gap size G) is about 100 nm. The
absorption enhancement is expected in the space below the antenna gap. Dimensions of
the integration domain (depicted by red lines) are 1.2 µm along the main axis of antenna,
1 µm in the direction of the antenna width, and its height is 110 nm.

ready observed in dispersion relation curves (reciprocal space) of SPP on a sub-wavelength
hole array covered with organic molecules having an absorption peak in the visible range
[88].

One can notice from Fig. 3 that the spectra possess a shallow drop in their intensity
around λ ≈ 11.5 µm which is caused by a minor increase of the absorption in SRON around
this wavelength. The resonances observed for the longer wavelengths shift qualitatively
with the upper branch of the red curve in Fig. 4 obtained from the approximation
formula 1, where neff = nSRON [78], [82].

The reflection spectra of the antennas were simulated by the FDTD method (Lumer-
ical) [89] as well and the corresponding peak positions are plotted by blue line in Fig. 4.
The good agreement between the experiment and the simulation up to L = 4.5 µm is
obvious. For the antennas with L > 4.5 µm the experimental data are already weak as
the quality of the peaks was very poor at the corresponding resonance wavelengths close
to the upper end of the spectrometer measuring range. Contrary to the red analytical
curve the numerical values of the resonance wavelength do not keep growing so inten-
sively at the biggest arm lengths which is most likely caused by an increasing absorption
in SRON at these wavelengths (see Fig. 1). In the inset of Fig. 3, the qualitatively same
simulated and measured reflection spectra are shown for the antenna of L = 3.2 µm.

To get the information about the heat volumetric density generated by the spatially
localized absorption in SRON beneath the antenna gap (upon antenna resonances), the
electric field in this volume was simulated. The heat density is determined by the formula

q(r) =
1

2
ε0ωIm[ε(r)]|E(r)|2 , (2)

where Im [ε(r)] is the imaginary part of the dielectric function of SRON. Supposing the
constant dielectric function over the SRON film section, the heat generated in a domain of
SRON beneath the antenna gap (in the domain 1.2 µm× 1 µm× 110 nm) is proportional
to the square of electric field intensity (|E|2) integrated over this volume. Consequently,
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Figure 3: Measured IR unpolarized reflection spectra of dimmer Au antenna arrays of
specified arm lengths with the gap 100 nm fabricated on a SRON/Si substrate. The
coefficient of filling (by metal area) is the same for all antenna arrays. The particular
lengths of antenna arms are denoted on the right side.

the calculated spectra of |E|2 values averaged over the domain are plotted in Fig. 5 for
different arm lengths. In this 3D plot the upper and lower resonance branches are clearly
visible. In the lower branch the maximal magnitude of the resonant peaks grows up and
the maximum is achieved for the antenna arm length of about 2.4 µm and λ = 7.8 µm, and
equals with the maximum value |Eaver|2 = 45 V2m−2. In the upper branch the maximum
reaches |Eaver|2 = 38 V2m−2 and appears for L = 3.6 µm and λ = 17 µm.

It is obvious that the positions of maxima are achieved as a result of a trade-off
between the size of the antenna (increasing average electric intensity in the gap with
the arm length for small antennas) and the material absorption in SRON (decreasing
intensity). The slightly smaller maximum intensity in the upper branch compared to the
lower one is caused by a higher absorption of IR radiation in SRON at λ = 17.3 µm with
respect to that one at λ = 3.8 µm.

In addition to the frequency, the heat generation depends on the product of the square
of electric field intensity and the imaginary part of the dielectric function of SRON.
Therefore, the highest spatially localized enhancement of the absorption in the SRON
domain caused by plasmonic resonant effects will occur for the wavelengths already pro-
viding an increased absorption of IR radiation in SRON and still reasonable plasmonic
resonances in the antennas. Hence, the maximal enhancement of the absorption in the

12



Figure 4: Resonance wavelengths vs. antenna arm lengths L. Experimental data (related
to Fig. 3 and 9) and approximative relations (by Equation 1) depicted by dots and curves,
respectively.

Figure 5: The simulated spectra of the square of the electric field (|E|2) averaged over
a domain (with dimensions 1.2 µm× 1 µm× 110 nm) in SRON beneath the antenna gap
for different antenna arm lengths specified in Fig. 3 and 4.

SRON domain caused by plasmonic resonant effects is expected in the wavelength inter-
vals 7.8 µm < λ < 8.5 µm and λ > 12.5 µm where an increased absorption of IR radiation
in SRON occurs together with the reasonable resonant peaks of the electric field intensity
in the gap.

To find the maximal influence of antennas on enhancement of the absorption in SRON,

13



the spectra of the relative power absorbed in the SRON domain beneath the antenna gap
with respect to that one absorbed in the identical domain without the antenna (on top)
was evaluated for antennas of different arm lengths (see Fig. 6 - left). For the lower branch
of resonances, the maximum of this relative value reached almost 60 and was achieved for
the antenna of the arm length L = 2.4 µm and corresponding wavelength λ = 7.8 µm.
For the upper branch this value was 68 and was obtained for the antenna with the arm
length L = 4 µm and λ = 17.7 µm.

Figure 6: Left: Spectra of the relative power absorbed in the SRON domain beneath
the antenna gap with respect to that one absorbed in the identical domain of the sample
without the antenna. Right: Absorption efficiency of the SRON domain beneath the an-
tenna gap for different arm lengths of antennas. Measured reflection spectra of simulated
antennas are in Fig. 3 (4).

Simultaneously, the absorption efficiency defined as the ratio of the power absorbed
in the SRON domain to the energy flux of IR radiation incident on the domain area was
evaluated for the antennas of different lengths (see Fig. 6 - right). In the lower branch of
resonances, the maximal absorption efficiency reaches a value of 0.86 and occurs for the
antenna arm length of 3.2 µm (λ = 8.6 µm). The maximal absorption calculated in the
same SRON domain of the sample without the antenna (bare substrate) was 0.068 and
occurred for λ = 9.9 µm. Hence, the absorption efficiency was enhanced by the plasmonic
antennas almost by the factor of 12.6. In the upper branch of resonances, the absorption
efficiency of the domain beneath the gap reached the value 1.28 for the antenna arm
length of 4.4 µm (about λ = 20 µm) which represents the enhancement by the factor 19
with respect to the bare SRON.

The relation between the absorption efficiency (Fig. 6 - right) and the square of electric
field intensity (see Fig. 5) averaged over a domain beneath the antenna gap in SRON
layer is depicted in Fig. 7. The horizontal axis represent the wavelengths of maximal
absorption efficiency or maximal averaged electric field intensity for different antenna
arm lengths. The figure shows the interplay between the pronounced dispersion of the
SRON dielectric function and the electromagnetic resonances of the metallic antenna arms
resulting in the red shift between wavelengths for the absorption efficiency related to the
maximal averaged electric field intensity.

Finally, to get an overall idea about heat generation by plasmonic processes in the an-
tenna set-up, the FDTD numerical simulations of the heat formed in the metallic antenna
arms has been carried out as well. It was found that the heat power developed in the

14



Figure 7: Calculated absorption efficiency and averaged electric field intensity (|E2|)
at resonance wavelengths of different antenna arm lengths.

Figure 8: Computed heat power density distribution [nW/nm3] across the horizontal
cross sections in the middle of height of the arms (upper picture) and in the SRON layer
5 nm below the surface (lower picture). The antennas of the length L = 1 µm (left) and
L = 4.4 µm (right) were illuminated by the radiation with the intensity 480 W/cm2 and
wavelengths λ = 4 µm and λ = 20 µm, respectively.

antenna arm increases with its length until it reaches its maximum for L = 2.4 µm
(λ = 7.43 µm). After that, it starts to decrease steeply. On the other hand, the absorp-
tion efficiency (defined as the ratio of the heat power developed in the antenna arm to the
energy flux of IR radiation incident on the arm) continuously decreases (from a maximum
value of 1.4 for L = 1 µm) with the antenna arm length.

Consequently, taking into account the results presented above, there is a chance that
at longer wavelengths corresponding to the maximum absorption in SRON beneath the
antenna gap the heat developed in this part might be significantly higher than in the an-
tenna arms. Hence, the heating of SRON by the arms would be less significant when
the heat in SRON just beneath the antenna gap becomes maximal. The results in Fig. 8
indicate such a spatially localized heat development. In particular, the heat power den-
sity distribution (horizontally) across the arms L = 1 µm and L = 4.4 µm and over
SRON beneath the antenna gap is depicted for wavelengths λ = 4 µm and λ = 20 µm,
respectively.

The discussions on the behaviour of plasmonic resonances of antennas fabricated on the
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absorbing substrate and their utilization for spatially localized absorption enhancement of
electromagnetic radiation (especially heat generation) in this substrate have been carried
out for the mid-IR. However, the conclusions are also applicable for other spectral regions
where the materials exhibit a strong absorption resonances (for instance in the visible).
The absorption enhancement and efficiency in this region should be even more profound
due to correspondingly higher frequencies.

In the following section, the attention will be paid to the interplay between the antenna
resonances and the material absorption of various oscillator strengths.

5 IR antennas on an annealed substrate

In the previous Section 4, it was shown that an antenna resonance wavelength is modified
remarkably when it approaches a region of the absorption of a surrounding material. The
resonance properties of antennas on the absorbing substrate (SRON) discussed in Sec-
tion 4 are studied in more detail here. Namely, the resonance properties of antennas
deposited on SRON annealed at different temperatures (and thus having different ab-
sorption peak strengths) are investigated. This investigation of the interplay between
plasmonic resonances and (adjustable) resonances in surrounding material can provide
supplementary information for sensing application [79], [90].

First, the material changes of SRON during annealing itself are discussed in Sec-
tion 5.1, and subsequently the resonance properties of antennas deposited on annealed
SRON layers are presented in Section 5.2.

5.1 Annealed SRON

SRON can be considered as a multi-phase material composed of a mixture of stoichiometric
silicon dioxide (SiO2), off-stoichiometric oxide (SiOx, with x < 2), elemental silicon,
nitrogen and hydrogen [91], [92]. Consequently, SRON shows a pronounced dispersion of
its refractive index (and absorption peaks) in infrared 4. Mutual ratios of bond contents
in SRON and the corresponding Lorentz oscillator strengths are tunable by annealing
temperatures [91], [92], [93]. Off-stoichiometric oxide and silicon excess are separated into
Si nanoclusters (crystalline or amorphous depending on their size), defects (oxidation
states) and SiO2 after the thermal treatment above temperatures of 1000 ◦C [94], [95],
[96].

From the point of view of material changes, this Section 5 is focused on plasmonic sens-
ing of material transformation/modification in SRON occurred by annealing 5. Further-
more, SRON represents a good material for investigation of the plasmonic enhancement of
vibrational modes of surrounding material called Surface-Enhanced Infrared Spectroscopy
(SEIRS) studied in following Sections 5.2 and 5.3.

The specimens identical to the ones studied in Section 4 were annealed at temperatures
of 1150 ◦C and 1200 ◦C. Their dielectric functions were obtained by J. Humĺıček via fitting

4The structures in the dielectric function of SRON can be tuned by preparation procedures [92].
5The results are discussed with respect to photoluminescence measurements performed on bare spec-

imens (without the antennas).
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Table 2: Parameters of Lorentz oscillators of fitted reflection of SRON annealed at 1150 ◦C,
where the wavenumber reads ν = 1/λ.

GmΩ2
m [105cm−2] ω0m [cm−1] λ0m(µm) γm [cm−1]

4.70 1066 9.4 88
8.62 939 10.6 222
4.06 442 22.6 131

the reflection by 3 Lorentz oscillators with ε0 = 2.1 6. In particular, the oscillators of
specimens annealed at temperatures of 1150 ◦C and 1200 ◦C are described by parameters
in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

The oscillators in Tables 1, 2 and 3 can be associated with particular bonds in SRON
although it is difficult for its amorphous nature. The first oscillator (at 1066 cm−1

and 1078 cm−1 for Tanneal = 1150 ◦C and Tanneal = 1200 ◦C) is associated with the
stretching mode of Si-O bond. Its frequency moves towards higher energies by annealing
and approaches the frequency of 1074 cm−1 of a bulk SiO2 [87]. The second oscillator
(at 939 cm−1 and 919 cm−1 for Tanneal = 1150 ◦C and Tanneal = 1200 ◦C) is associated with
Si-O bond [97]. The third oscillator (at 442 cm−1 and 452 cm−1 for Tanneal = 1150 ◦C and
Tanneal = 1200 ◦C) is associated with rocking mode of Si-O bond [98].

The material (and its material phase) changes with annealing that can be observed
by a disappearance of the second and third oscillator present in not-annealed SRON. The
second oscillator (at 857 cm−1) associated with the stretching mode of Si-N bond [98] dis-
appears as SRON changes from Si3N4-like to SiO2 nature by annealing. Similarly, its third
oscillator (at 698 cm−1) associated with neutral oxygen vacancies [87] disappears because
its content reduces during annealing resulting in a greater signal from Si-nanoclusters
in photoluminescence.

The dielectric functions of not-annealed and annealed SRON are plotted together
in Fig. 1. Within the wavelength range of about 8–12.5 µm dielectric functions possess
dispersion that is more remarkable for higher annealing temperatures. In particular,
SRON has the Reststrahlen band (with possible excitation of surface phonon polaritons)
as it obtains properties of SiO2 by annealing. The quality factors of the first Lorentz
oscillators for annealed SRON are two times higher than that one of not-annealed SRON.
Moreover, the oscillator strength for the substrate annealed at 1200 ◦C is two times higher
than for the others (compare Tab. 1, 2 with Tab. 3). Moreover, the dispersion in the
wavelength range of about 20–26 µm increases from not-annealed to annealed substrate.

The vibration signal in infrared can be enhanced via plasmonic antenna resonance
that represents the aim of the next part of this Section 5.2.

5.2 Antenna resonances

The motivation behind is to compare responses of the plasmonic antenna to materials
(in its vicinity) having different strengths of absorption peaks. This knowledge can be
demanded in sensing applications like SEIRS [67], etc.

This work lies in a comparison of resonances of antennas deposited on SRON layers
annealed at different temperatures and thus having different absorption strengths. To per-

6The results were confirmed by measurements of the ellipsometry performed by A. Dubroka.
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Table 3: Parameters of Lorentz oscillators of fitted reflection of SRON annealed at 1200 ◦C,
where the wavenumber reads ν = 1/λ.

GmΩ2
m [105cm−2] ω0m [cm−1] λ0m(µm) γm [cm−1]

11.1 1078 9.3 71
9.04 919 10.9 252
4.88 452 22.1 88

form this properly, identical arrays of Au antennas have been fabricated by EBL on these
specimens. It is worth mentioning fabricated antennas on different specimens should pos-
sess almost same dimensions (and geometry). This was managed by a spacer-layer coated
on annealed samples below the resist compensating its different adhesion on annealed
samples.

Unpolarized reflection spectra were measured by FTIR method on antenna arrays
consisted of the same number of antennas 7. The particular spectra taken from samples
not-annealed and annealed at temperatures of 1150 ◦C and 1200 ◦C are shown in Fig. 9
a), b) and c), respectively.

The stronger dispersion of dielectric functions (see Fig. 1) of annealed layers results
in a deeper dip in reflection spectra (compare Fig. 9 a) with b) and c)) for wavelengths
between 7.8–12.5 µm as SRON obtains optical properties similar to SiO2. The most
remarkable dip is observed for the substrate annealed at 1200 ◦C that may be related
to the overdamping of the system [79] associated with higher quality factor and strength
of the first Lorentz oscillator of SRON (see Tab. 3). Also, spectra of specimens annealed
at 1200 ◦C possess peaks remarkably sharp and close to ωLO of SiO2. This behaviour is
in agreement with results measured in transmission in [67].

Moreover, one can pay attention to features within the wavelength range of 7.8 µm <
λ < 9.9 µm corresponding to the Reststrahlen band of annealed SRON (see Fig. 9 b),
c)). These features are enhanced only weakly by short antennas possessing plasmonic
resonances far below this region. In contrast, they are remarkably enhanced by longer
antennas with resonances in this region.

Summarizing, a peak in the region of 7.8 µm < λ < 9.9 µm and a dip at λ ∼ 12.5 µm
becomes more remarkable on annealed specimens. Therefore, it results in a step in the
dependence between resonance wavelengths and antenna arm lengths for annealed SRON
in Fig. 4.

Relations between resonance wavelengths and antenna arm lengths are plotted for
not-annealed and annealed substrates in Fig. 4. Resonances on annealed layers are blue-
shifted in lower and upper branches of resonances. This behaviour was confirmed also
by FDTD simulations. In particular, the lower branch of resonances is blue-shifted by pres-
ence of stretching mode of Si-O-Si bond. On the other hand, the blue-shift of the upper
branch of resonances is determined by the rocking mode of Si-O bond (at about 450 cm−1).

7Analogously to Section 4, the reflection spectra acquired from areas with antennas were normalized
to reference (bare) spectra without antennas.
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Figure 9: Measured IR unpolarized reflection spectra of dimmer Au antenna (of the gap
size of 100 nm) arrays fabricated on a) not-annealed sample, and annealed samples at
temperatures b) of 1150 ◦C and c) of 1200 ◦C. The particular lengths of antenna arms
are denoted on the right side.
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5.3 Surface-enhanced infrared spectroscopy on SRON

The plasmonic resonance of an antenna is capable to enhance the vibrational modes of
a material in its vicinity. As mentioned above, it is exploited in the Surface-Enhanced
Infrared Spectroscopy (SEIRS). Materials with optical properties fitted only by single
oscillator were studied by SEIRS in [65], [66], [67]. The ”plasmonic” enhancement of a vi-
brational signal has been represented by the ratio of the height to Full Width at Half
Maximum (FWHM) of given spectral features [67].

The SEIRS behaviour can be found also in reflection spectra of antennas on SRON
layers (Fig. 9). However, its investigation is more difficult because SRON dielectric func-
tion is fitted by 3 or 4 (overlapping) Lorentz oscillators. To approach SEIRS investigation
of this material, spectral features enhanced in different wavelength ranges are dealt with
independently.

Figure 10: The height-to-FWHM ratios of the features in the lower (left) and upper
(right) branches of resonances for different arm lengths. The dependences are plotted for
not annealed and annealed SRON layers at temperatures of 1150 ◦C and 1200 ◦C.

For the lower branch of resonances, the hight-to-FWHM ratios of peaks in reflection of
antennas deposited on not-annealed and annealed SRON are shown in Fig. 10 (left). One
should pay attention to not-annealed SRON studied in Section 4. There, the maximal
hight-to-FWHM ratio occurs for the antenna arm length of L = 2.8 µm that lies between
arm lengths of L = 2.4 µm and of L = 3.2 µm providing maximal electromagnetic field
enhancement in metallic arms (proportional to the electric field in SRON domain denoted
in Fig. 5) and the absorption efficiency (see Fig. 6) in the SRON layer, respectively.
Therefore, the plasmonic antenna resonance is determined by a dielectric function of the
surrounding material in its close vicinity where the near field (E2) is enhanced.

In the upper branch of resonances, the investigation of SEIRS is more difficult because
the material resonances of SRON overlap noticeably. The height-to-FWHM ratios of the
features are shown for different antenna arm lengths in Fig. 10 (right). There are two
peaks for annealed specimens and only one peak for not-annealed SRON. The vibrational
peaks enhanced via antennas of about L = 3.2 µm correspond to resonance wavelengths
of 14.1 µm, 14.3 µm and 12.9 µm for not-annealed and annealed SRON at temperatures
of 1150 ◦C and 1200 ◦C, respectively. Moreover, spectra of annealed SRON possess peaks
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enhanced by antennas of L = 1.6 µm corresponding to wavelengths of about 9.7 µm. Be-
fore concluding, one should mention a dip in spectra of SRON annealed at 1200 ◦C. This
dip is remarkably enhanced by antennas of L = 2.8 µm with correspondent wavelengths
of ∼ λ = 12.3 µm 8.

As antennas on SRON annealed at 1200 ◦C exhibit the most substantial features one
can compare their SEIRS spectra for the upper branch of resonances (Fig. 10). Features
at wavelengths of about 9.7 µm are enhanced properly by antennas of L = 1.6 µm. Going
to longer wavelengths, the dip at wavelengths of about λ = 12.3 µm is properly enhanced
by antennas L = 2.8 µm while the broad peak is enhanced (only slightly) by the antenna
of L = 3.2 µm. Summarizing, despite SRON possesses more vibrational modes/peaks, it
is possible to find an antenna arm length that enhances the vibrational signal of a given
mode properly. More skilful techniques as fitting the reflection spectra or dealing with
quality factors of material resonances (its Lorentz oscillators) have not provided deeper
insight yet.

6 Conclusions

The presented work deals with the infrared and visible plasmonic antennas for absorption-
(Section 4) and sensing-related applications (Section 5). It involves both experimental
and theoretical study of plasmonic antennas; the antennas were fabricated, their optical
properties were measured and modelled by electromagnetic field simulations [99].

Plasmonic infrared antennas deposited on the SRON layer with a significant absorp-
tion in the mid-infrared were studied both for their resonant and absorption properties
in Section 4. Almost each reflection spectrum of specific antenna arm length possesses
two resonant plasmonic peaks being separated by a dip resulting from a strong coupling
of plasmonic oscillations with material absorption resonances in SRON. Consequently,
this coupling results in a non-linear scaling between the resonance wavelength and the
antenna arm length. Subsequently, the relation between the electric field intensity en-
hanced by the antenna resonance and the absorption in the SRON layer below antenna
were found for different antenna arm lengths. The increased absorption in SRON below
the antenna requires both substantial plasmonic resonances and high material absorption
of SRON at the same wavelength. The absorption efficiency related to a reference SRON
layer reaches its maximal values of 13 at λ = 8.6 µm (L = 3.2 µm), and of 19 at λ = 20 µm
(L = 4.4 µm) for lower and upper branches, respectively.

In Section 5, the ability of a plasmonic antenna to enhance a given vibrational mode
of its substrate (called SEIRS) was studied and confirmed for SRON annealed at dif-
ferent temperatures (possessing 3-4 material resonances of different strengths). It was
shown, that the coupling between the plasmonic resonance and the material oscillations
results in not only splitting of the plasmonic resonance (due to the increased absorption
of the surrounding material) but also a remarkable excitation of surface phonon polari-
tons. Moreover, it was found (in Section 5.3) that despite the material possesses more
material resonances (described by overlapping Lorentz oscillators), it is possible to find
the antenna arm length enhancing the vibrational mode of a given material resonance.

8The dip about wavelengths of ∼ λ = 12.3 µm is also weakly observed on SRON annealed at 1150 ◦C.
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So far, the work was focused mainly on resonances of plasmonic antennas on the
substrate (SRON) possessing vibrational modes (material resonances) and thus having
pronounced dispersion of its refractive index. It has been shown, that the antenna reso-
nance is able to enhance both the absorption in the substrate (with possible temperature
increase) and vibrational modes (demanded in sensing applications) in the near- and far-
field, respectively. Furthermore, it has been found that despite the presence of more ma-
terial resonances (described by overlapping Lorentz oscillators), it is still possible to find
the antenna arm length enhancing the vibrational mode of a given material resonance.
This behaviour is promising in sensing-related applications such as SEIRS. It represents
a potential challenge for further study because there are publications aimed at materials
with the only one material resonance.
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10 Abstract

Práce pojednává o vlastnostech plazmonických antén v infračervené a viditelné oblasti.
Práce zahrnuje výrobu, měřeńı a numerické modelováńı optických vlastnost́ı antén. In-
fračervené plazmonické antény na absorbuj́ıćım substrátu (SRON) jsou studovány pro
jejich rezonančńı a absorpčńı vlastnosti. Byla nalezena geometrie antény, která poskytuje
maximálńı účinnost absorpce ve SRON vrstvě. Dále je studována možnost ześıleńı daného
vibračńıho módu substrátu (obsahuj́ıćıho 3-4 materiálové rezonance) pomoćı plazmonické
rezonance antény.

The work deals with plasmonic antennas for infrared and visible wavelengths. This work
involves fabrication, measurements and numerical modelling of optical properties of these
structures. First, infrared plasmonic antennas deposited on the SRON layer with a sig-
nificant absorption are studied both for their resonant and absorption properties. The
antenna geometry providing maximal enhancement of the absorption efficiency in the
SRON layer is found. Subsequently, the ability of a plasmonic antenna resonance to en-
hance a given vibrational mode of its substrate (called SEIRS) possessing 3-4 material
resonances is studied and confirmed on antennas on SRON.
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